How StartupStudio

Made Witly the most
advanced Real Estate
Sales Solution in the
market?

Case Study :
Witly & StartupStudio
https://witly.net/home
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The Saturation
Challenge
An advanced tool such as Witly
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StartupStudio Tie in

Grant was always a technology

Grant approached Evan via

enthusiast & kept in touch with

StartupStudio and discussed the

latest developments in the

dilemma he was facing with Witly.

domain. He also knew Evan

Grant’s consideration was to either

Luthra (founder - StartupStudio)

compromise on the price or reduce

through his instagram account

the feature list. Evan looked at the

and speeches at some major

numbers for Witly and decided to

tech events.

back it up via investment in
marketing and tech development.
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Never Going Cheap

Evan reviewed Witly with his
team to realize the potential of
it, but the problems facing Witly
were real. Compromising on the
price seemed like the only way
forward.
But some of the experienced
members at StartupStudio were
against the idea of reducing
price, in their opinion
“Compromising on the price is
damaging for the brand value,
& puts us in the category of a
cheap marketing solution.”
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The Uncanny Solution

The StartupStudio Team decided
to revamp the User Interface to
make it more user friendly,
intuitive and premium looking.
Also the underlying technology
was changed to facilitate
integration with third party
applications which were being

already used by realtors to manage
their contacts, generate leads,
keeping track of follow-ups etc. The
new technology stack was also
faster in creating reports, analytics,
& facilitating fast-track conversion.
The overall exercise ended up
raising the price of Witly slightly
higher.
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The overwhelming
Results
After the redesign and
redevelopment, Witly actually
started picking up pace again. The
subscriptions jumped from 1400 to
2400 within the ﬁrst month of
launch. The value added in terms of
better design and technology
upgrade seemed to be the X-factor
which made the proposition of
Witly a worthy investment even
for over $1000 per month value.

In fact, Witly started attracting more
institutional clients like major realty
ﬁrms instead of the previous
customer base of independent real
estate agents. Instead of lowering
prices due to competition Witly
offered higher value to get ahead in
the market. StartupStudio team is
continuously making feature
additions and upgrades to Witly to
keep up the growth trajectory.

$2M + In Revenue since launched in
October 2020 already
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About Grant Wise

Grant Wise is a serial
entrepreneur. The President and
Co-Founder of Witly, and
RealEstate marketing university an
online Client Generation Software
for Real Estate agents. Grant is
known to be a maverick leader and
an innovative marketing strategist
who is unafraid to lead companies
in new directions. Grant lives by
this one quote

“I’m not trying to be the most
successful as much as I’m
working to become the most
valuable.”

Grant has worked alongside
notable industry leaders such as
Gary Vaynerchuk, Krista Mashore,
Grant Cardone, Michael Hellickson,
Shon Kokoszka, Keri Shull, and
many more.
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Witly Features
Witly Marketing Automation

Automatic Landing Page Creation
in seconds

Follow up drip campaigns for upto
an year

Setup Automatic Email
Sequences

Automatic Compliance fulﬁllment
(T&C Privacy Policy etc.)

Setup Automatic Text Message
Sequences

Automatic facebook pixel
integration

Witly Marketing Automation

Segregate hot and cold leads

Schedule messages in advance

View and analyse source and
activity of leads

Set up Auto responders via text,
emails or calls

Automate lead journey or manage
manually

Set up reminders for manual
follow ups

Witly Instant Connect™

Witly Sales System Accelerator

Instantaneously calls your phone as soon

Witly Sales System accelerator you can

as someone ﬁlls out a lead generation

set & observe the perfect structure of

form. Thus a prospect gets to connect the

timely executed steps(Sales ﬂows/scripts)

moment he is most engaged with the idea

that can ensure maximum conversion.

of using your product or service.
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A StartupStudio
Case Study
Contact Information



+1 (404) 490-3826
evan@evanluthra.com

